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Erratum
Below we describe a terminology error in the similarity search section of our
paper. Note that this error also appears in the published version of the paper.
In the paper, we use the terms Best Match and Motif Discovery to describe
the two different search modes of our application. The term discovery is
misleading here as we do not perform pattern discovery. In our experiments,
the pattern is given. With Best Match Discovery we aim to find the best
matching sequence. With Motif Discovery we search for similar sequences
within a distance range to the given pattern.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a practical study and demonstration
of time series similarity search in modern distributed data processing platforms for stream data. After an intensive literature
review, we implement a flexible similarity search application in
Apache Flink, which includes the most commonly used distance
measurements: Euclidean distance and Dynamic Time Warping.
For efficient and accurate similarity search we evaluate normalization and pruning techniques developed for single machine
processing and demonstrate that they can be adapted and leveraged for those distributed platforms. Our final implementation is
capable of monitoring many time series in real-time and parallel.
Further, we demonstrate that the number of required parameters can be reduced and optimally derived from data properties.
We evaluate our application by comparing its performance with
electrocardiogram data on a cluster with several nodes. We reach
average response times of less than 0,1 ms for windows of 2 s of
data, which allow fast reactions on matching sequences.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rakthanmanon et al. [18] demonstrate that they can find a given
pattern in a day-long electrocardiogram (ECG) tracing in 35 s
under Dynamic Time Warping (DTW ). Their implementation
runs on a single machine and the data is a finite batch set that
is completely stored. Batch data sets and single machines enable the programmer to apply traditional optimization methods
to the algorithms, but nowadays batch data is often replaced
by data streams. In order to handle the increasing amount and
complex properties of data streams, open source frameworks for
distributed stream data processing (DSPS) have appeared. Yet,
many traditional optimization techniques can not be directly
applied to process data streams in distributed systems. Can we
still efficiently find frequent patterns in new real-life situations,
where the data is not stored but streamed? And how can we
leverage traditional optimization methods in modern DSPS?
In this paper we answer these questions and demonstrate that
we can match ECG patterns with high accuracy in data streams
with an average response time of less than 0,1 ms per window by
using modern DSPS. In particular, we employ the DSPS Apache
Flink [4], which can handle massive amounts of continuous data
and process them in real-time with low latency. Besides the additional monitoring effort of distributed systems, which is covered
by the frameworks, two other aspects need special attention
when developing streaming applications on distributed systems:
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ordering and partitioning. These aspects are of particular importance for time series processing of the stream data in parallel jobs.
Current approaches on distance calculations between two time
series assume that the data is always ordered, according to the
time it is produced [1, 12]. This can not be assumed in distributed
systems, where data can reach the system with delays or in the
worst case samples might be lost. Additionally, the usage of a
distributed stream processing approach implies partitioning of
the task into independent subtasks for distributed and parallel
computing.
In the remainder of this paper, we present first of all the stateof-the-art by exploring related work in Section 2. Afterwards, the
basic concepts for similarity search are summarized in Section 3.
The necessary edits to the traditional DTW algorithm for its
usage in distributed systems are explained in Section 4, which is
followed by the experiments conducted in this work in Section 5.
The conclusion in Section 6 sums up our achievements.

2

RELATED WORK

As for many modern big data analytics applications, the underlying techniques used in this paper concern several fields. The
fields of main interest for our application are time series analysis, similarity search, data streams and distributed systems. We
rarely find related work, which covers all of the four fields. One
close example is [7], where time series correlation analysis is performed in the DSPS Apache Storm [5]. [7] faces similar problems
as we do, due to the usage of DSPS for time series analysis, but
considers a different analysis task. A second example is a naive
distributed implementation [19] that duplicates the data to all
cluster nodes. On each node, the data is matched to one of the
multiple patterns. The implementation uses no DSPS and multiple shuffles of the same data to several workers causes heavy
network traffic, if also multiple streams are analyzed. Thus, the
techniques of [19] can not be considered for our approach.
In fact, several works already attempt time series processing
and/or similarity search in modern DSPS, but most of them only
deal with batch instead of stream processing [1, 8]. Still, these
works need to handle distribution and present adapted techniques
for time series processing we can use for our application.
Regarding similarity search in streaming on single machines,
the exact matching of patterns is first tried on-line in a streaming
environment in [14]. The main focus of this approach is not only
the pattern matching but also its maintenance (as the pattern
might change over time). The conclusion of this work is that
both tasks, matching and maintenance, are feasible and can be
implemented efficiently in streaming environments and thus, are
considered for our approach.
Another common practice is the development and optimization
of batch processing algorithms for single machines [12, 15, 16].

Figure 1: Search for Q (red) in an ECG time series (blue)

But, single machines have limited scalability in terms of memory
and execution power, which make them cumbersome for reallife, large scale streaming applications. Thus, these approaches
either not require low latency responses [18] or make use of
specialized hardware and/or hardware optimization to guarantee
high performance [10, 11, 13, 20]. Example optimization that can
be applied to DTW are independent matrix cell [20] or combined
normalization and distance calculations [18]. Many proposed
optimization made for single machines can not be efficiently
implemented or lead to processing delays in distributed systems
e.g. due to missing shared memory. Therefore, only a few selected
techniques can be considered for our application.
A detailed overview of single machine approaches and implementations for similarity search in time series analysis is
presented in [16]. This work offers a deeper inside of common
search and matching methods combined with different optimization proposed until 2011.
Similarities are matched and weighted by the usage of distance
measurements, which rank, how similar the compared sequences
are. Besides the classic Euclidean distance, DTW is an often recommended measurement for similarity search [3, 15, 16, 18].
Already in 1994, [2] illustrated the usage of DTW for time series,
which was previously used for speech recognition. Berndt and
Clifford [2] explain the algorithm and suggests further optimization techniques. The most powerful pruning approach for DTW
is implemented in [18], where Rakthanmanon et al. make intensive usage of a hierarchical lower bound pruning approach with
increasing computational expenses to prevent unnecessary expensive full DTW calculations. This pruning approach is mainly
considered for our implementation.

3

SIMILARITY SEARCH

Similarity search is a basic subtask for time series analytics such
as classification and clustering. Let us consider the ECG time
series example [17] in Figure 1. In this figure, the red pattern (Q)
is matched twice with sequences of the blue time series. To search
for patterns in long time series, it is usual to compare it against
subsequences of the series with similar length. From now on we
will refer to these subsequences as S. Similarity search can refer
either to the comparison of sequences in their shape or values,
where in time series processing, shape comparison is commonly
focused [1]. Due to the fact that the pattern is not necessarily
taken from the series, the scales of both might be different (see
value range in Figure 1). The scale difference needs to be handled
by normalization of each individual sequence, before attempting
any meaningful shape comparison.
Distances play an important role in similarity search. A classic

Figure 2: Distance matrix of DTW

one-to-one point distance is the Euclidean distance. In comparison to the one-to-many point distance DTW , the Euclidean distance is inflexible in handling shifts in time or amplitude. The
different behavior is visualized in Figure 2, where dark squares
indicate the point-to-point comparison of the Euclidean distance
and circles symbolize the DTW warping path. Further, a distance
value is denoted as D(Q, S) for the cumulative distance between
the pattern Q and sequence S. For the cumulative distance over
all ancestors until the two points qi and s j , where i and j indicate
ˆ i , s j ) is used.
the index of each point in Q and S, the notation d(q
The ancestor dependencies and the distance path through the
matrix can also be seen in Figure 2. The final outputs are the
remaining minimal DTW (Q, S). Keeping in mind that the Euclidean distance (ED) is nothing else than a special case of DTW
with |Q | = |S |, both distances can be related with the triangle
inequality, which states that their final result has the following
property, proven in [15]:
DTW (S, Q) ≤ ED(S, Q)
The DTW distance matrix (Figure 2) is derived incrementally
row-by-row because of the dependencies within the cells. Its
calculation is the most expensive task of DTW [20], which is
why heavy pruning and path restriction strategies are applied to
reduce computation. In order to reduce the size of our DTW distance matrix, we use the Sakoe-Chiba Band [2, 18]. This warping
band restricts the warping path so that only cells, which are a
certain number of cells away from the diagonals, are considered.
Similar to the experiments made in [3], the size of our band is set,
by default, to 10% of the query length |Q | and is further denoted
as wwar p .
Discovery Methods: Similarity search considers two discovery methods. The first one is Best Match Discovery. This method
searches for the most similar sequence compared to the given
pattern, the so-called best match [20]. For monitoring tasks in
stream processing, Best Match Discovery is insufficient as once
a global minima is derived, all other sequences are pruned. The
second discovery method is Motif Discovery. Motif Discovery
is the mining of a repeated pattern in time series. According
to [6, 15, 18] searching for repetitions of patterns in time series streams is more meaningful than Best Match Discovery, as
streams are infinite and many similar patterns are expected to
occur. In contrast to Best Match Discovery, Motif Discovery does
not only deliver the best match, but also several similar sequences.
Thus, it gives a deeper inside of the data [12], meaning that the
stream is continuously searched and monitored.

Windows and Streams: When performing time series similarity search on infinite streams, it is common to consider sliding
windows to analyze the data. Each window contains a sequence
of the data. By sliding over the series, overlaps of the data are
considered to prevent that a pattern is cut. Modern DSPS handle
streams in the exact same way. Thus, the parameters for partitioning the data into sequences, can be related. First of all, from
similarity search we know, that the pattern and the sequences
should be of similar length. As DTW allows stretching and compression of the sequence [2], a minimal (|Smin |) and maximal
sequence length (|Smax |) can be defined, considering that:
|Smin | ≤ |Q | ≤ |Smax |
Thus, in order to calculate the entire DTW distance matrix in
one window, the sliding window size should be equal to |Smax |.
In the window, we can create several subsequences (Si ) which
fulfill the following equation:
|Smax − Si | ≥ |Smin |
Therefore, |Smin | is the perfect overlap size, which still ensures
an high accurate result. To slide over the time series, it needs to be
divided in consecutive sequences. DSPS allow the user to collect
data of the a certain time range in one window. Nevertheless, the
window content is not guarantied to be in order. Thus, in cases
where order is required, sorting by time needs to be applied to
ensure a meaningful comparison.

4

DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC TIME WARPING

Usually, pattern mining is a data discovery task, made at a stage,
where users have little knowledge about the data. Therefore, our
implementation allows the user to start the search without setting
DSPS or similarity search parameters. The initial pruning parameters are derived when the processing starts and are continuously
updated whenever a new sequence, more similar to the pattern,
is detected. If further knowledge about the data exist, parameters
can also be set to narrow the search space. One feature of DSPS
is keying, which automatically groups the data by assigned labels,
e.g. each monitored patient gets his own key. Another powerful
feature for similarity search is the global state, which can be accessed to get and update non-static parameters such as maximal
distance. Indeed, this global state allows faster pruning on all
workers by communicating the best-so-far distance result and
thus, avoiding unnecessary calculations of unpromising subsequences. A further advantage of this state is, that it is key-based
and thus able to develop different thresholds for multiple time
series [4], e.g. a specific threshold for each monitored patient.

4.1

Normalization

As mentioned before, patterns and sequences might appear in different scales (see Figure 1). Therefore, normalization is required.
In streaming we can apply normalization per sliding window.
The most accurate solution would be if the slide size is equal to
one and the window size equal to the pattern size. Such an accurate normalization is optimized in single machines by leveraging
previous calculations. As workers in distributed systems do not
have easy access to previous results, our strategy is to extend the
window to Smax and trigger a new one after an optimal slide size.
This strategy reduces not only the number of windows but also
allows the implementation of several pruning techniques (see
Figure 3). Besides the overall computation reduction this might
affect accuracy. The reason for the accuracy loss is that, due to
the window extension, additional data points are considered. If

Figure 3: Overview of DTW Parameters

those data points are outliers, they influence the transformation
of all window observations.

4.2

Window Parameters

So far, we have derived a relationship between window and similarity search parameters, the query length |Q | and the warping
band restriction wwar p , but no optimal or recommended size for
Smax and Smin have been defined.
We extend the window size from |Q | to |Smax | to allow the
stretching of our sequence. Still, there are two main reason why
the window size should be kept small: Its negative impact on the
normalization accuracy (Section 4.1) and that in fact DTW is a
cumulative distance. This leads to the assumption, that too long
sequences can hardly give better results than shorter ones. DTW
is able to overcome large differences by leaving the diagonal
path by maximal wwar p cells. Still, longer sequences with lower
accumulated distances will not be a common case [16]. Restricting
|Smax | is a performance optimization as for each additional point
a further row is added to the DTW matrix. For all those reasons,
Smax is set by default to the following length and due to the
warping band relation we can define Smin in a similar way :
Smax = |Q | + wwar p

and Smin = |Q | − wwar p

On the basis of |Q | and wwar p , all parameters of our implementation can be derived automatically for DTW and its processing in
a distributed system. They can also be set manually to adjust the
search according to special requirements. The derived window
parameters are in accordance with the suggestions made in [16]:
|Q |
2
One of the advantages of distributed systems is, that the sliding
windows can be distributed among several workers and therefore
takes advantage of parallelization. Once a worker has received its
window to be processed, we can apply traditional optimization
techniques as it is done in single machine processing.
|Smax | ≤ 2 ∗ |Q |

4.3

and Smin ≥

Pruning

Fast pruning techniques for DTW have been considered to reduce
execution time. As no comparable distributed stream processing
implementation exists, we studied and modified single machine
techniques [18] for the usage in distributed systems. Not all
of them can be meaningfully applied to our implementation,
for example running sums or previous result heuristics with

dependencies between two consecutive subsequences [18] can
not be guaranteed in distributed systems. These techniques are
simply too expensive to be applied on independent subtasks and
workers with only few observations instead of the whole time
series. Since pruning often comes at the cost of accuracy, only
the following techniques, with good approximate results [6, 18]
and applicable to single sequences have been implemented:
(1) Warping band size and global maximal distance:
We use the Sakoe-Chiba Band [18] for reduction of the
DTW distance matrix search space and further prune all
paths as soon as their latest cell reaches the maximal distance. The entire distance matrix is pruned, whenever for
a certain qi , no s j can be found, which means for all posˆ i , s j ) is above the maximal distance. Due
sible paths d(q
to the usage of a global key-based state for the maximal
distance, each time series has its own distance threshold.
(2) Lower Bounds (LB): Early pruning of DTW matrix calculations is possible with low cost calculations of LB.
LB_Kim, LB_KimFL and LB_Keogh variations [18], which
consider specific indexes and conditions for (qi , s j ) combinations, are implemented in our approach. Further, we can
prune an entire window using the triangle inequality of
DTW and Euclidean distance by calculating the Euclidean
distance for the first and the last subsequence of the window. If both are above the best-so-far Euclidean distance
(kept in our global state), the window is pruned. It is worth
to note, that this is not an exact search.
(3) Square root operations on distance calculations are omitted as the extra computational effort makes no difference
to the distance ranking [18].

5

EXPERIMENTS

We have designed three experiments using the ECGoneday [17]
dataset and the query pattern (Q) of the experiments from Rakthanmanon et al. [18]. The first experiment is a baseline test
that allows us to compare our results against the ones reported
in [18]. In the second experiment we simulate a real-life scenario
e.g. a hospital where patients stay for a couple of days and their
ECG signals are continuously monitored. Finally, in the third
experiment the average response time is measured under various
loading conditions in order to determine how long it takes the
system to match the pattern in a continuous time series stream
in average.

5.1

Data and Processing Machines

The ECGoneday dataset contains 20.140.000 data points and represents one day, in particular 22 hours and 23 minutes, of ECG
data for a single patient. Thus, we receive 250 data points per
second. Using the default settings of our implementation and
the length of the given pattern, one Flink window contains 463
data points or 1.9 s of data. As sliding windows are used in our
application, another window is triggered by default every 336 ms.
In order to facilitate result comparisons and analyze the processing overhead of parallelization in a distributed system we
run our experiments on the following machines:
• Laptop, an 8-core Intel with 2.90 Ghz, 31,1 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04
• Another single machine, further called Server, with 48
CPUs, 2.90 Ghz, 126 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04
• Finally, we use a Cluster with 6 nodes, each with 48 CPUs,
2.90 Ghz and 48 GB of RAM, running Linux 4.18

Figure 4: Baseline Test: Accuracy Comparison
Table 1: Baseline Test: Execution Time Comparison for
various Machines with parallelization 8
Data
1 patient, 1 day
Best Match Discovery
1 patient, 10 days
Best Match Discovery
1 patient, 10 days
Motif Discovery

Baseline [18] Laptop Server
35 s
37 s
145 s

Cluster
118 s

-

330 s

1.312 s

977 s

-

967 s

4.066 s

2.176 s

In our implementation in Apache Flink (version 1.4.2), we handle several patients’ data in parallel by utilizing multiple input
sources. Additionally, each operator in Flink, like our window
function, can split its operations into several subtasks, which can
be executed distributed and in parallel. The number of subtasks is
defined by the degree of parallelism. These subtasks are chained
together into so-called tasks. All operators working on the same
degree of parallelism can be chained to one task.
In order to execute our experiments we have to define another
important parameter on the machines: Taskslots. This parameter
defines the number of tasks a single worker can accept, which is
recommended to be set equal to the number of available CPUs
per machine [4]. Thus, Laptop is set to 8, while the other two
machines are set to 48. Important to notice is that the number of
Taskslots influences the parallelization degree. If more tasks than
available task slots are created, these tasks need to wait, which
cause delays or timeout errors. For all tests, five repetitions of
each experiment are performed and the average processing times
are reported.

5.2

Baseline Test

Our initial test is a comparison between the implementation
of Rakthanmanon et al. [18] and ours. Thus, we run our application on the three machines for the ECGoneday dataset. For this
test, the search mode of our application was set to Best Match Discovery, which is also used in the experiments of Rakthanmanon
et al. We expected a computational overhead for all machines

Figure 5: Stream Simulation Test: Total Execution Time
for ten Days, several Patients (Sources) and various levels
of parallelism executed on Laptop, Server and the Cluster
due to the usage of Apache Flink. Both, Cluster and Server need
to deal with CPU distribution and the Cluster further with data
shuffles and communication effort to overcome the shared memory disadvantage. These costs only become negligible in case of
large data sets or streams, which in fact ECGoneday is not.
We set all machines to a maximal parallelization degree of
8 for a better comparison with the Laptop achievements. The
results presented in Table 1 prove that our implementation is very
close to Rakthanmanon et al. [18] achievements, with only 2 s
difference on Laptop. Here, the application profits from caching
due to shared memory and little monitoring costs of the cores.
On the other hand, shared memory and/or monitoring tasks
cause a massive overhead in both, the Cluster and the Server,
as the processing time for these machines are much higher. As
mentioned before, these results are not surprising as stream processing as well as distributed systems are intended to process
large amounts of data. Thus, we re-run this experiment with
an increased number of days to 10. Laptop still can handle this
amount of data and beats the other two machines in both modes,
Best Match and Motif Discovery. Here, we can already notice that
the difference between both modes is an execution time increase
of up to three times in all machines.
This experiment was also used to double check accuracy, in the
sense of verifying whether we obtain the same best match results
as Rakthanmanon et al. [18]. In our implementation, due to the
distributed normalization used, we obtained two best matches,
one of them corresponding to the one found by Rakthanmanon
et al. We show the best matches obtained with our distributed
DTW in comparison to the one of DTW [18] in Figure 4.

5.3

Stream Simulation Test

In this experiment we stress the processing machines even more
by not only adding more days of data but increasing the number
of patients up to 64. The data is processed in parallel and the
search mode is set to Motif Discovery, which is a more realistic
scenario than Best Match Discovery. This search mode has much
higher computational demand, as seen in the first experiment,
since more calculations need to be executed and the output rate
increases due to a positive tolerance interval of the maximal
distance bound. Stream processing is intended to run over a
long period of time, thus we fix the number of days to 10 per
patient, based on the idea of simulating a real-life scenario e.g. of
a hospital, where patients stay for a couple of days. We run this
test with an increasing number of patients (sources in the Flink
environment) starting with 8 and up to 64 patients. Also, several

parallelization levels, from 8 to 84 are applied. The execution
time comparison of various settings is visualized in Figure 5.
A first observation in Figure 5 is that the Laptop can only
handle parallelization 8 and although, it is faster with 8 sources
as soon as we increase the parallelization level, Laptop is not
even able to start the process. Remember that every machine has
a limitation on the number of Taskslots, for Laptop it is 8.
We can also observe that the best results are obtained with the
Cluster for parallelization 8, irrespective of the number of sources.
This result can be explained again by the available number of
task slots in the Cluster. Moreover, the first experiment with 8
sources on parallelism 8 creates only 64 subtasks excluding the 8
source tasks in the beginning. The Cluster can execute all of them
in parallel due to its workers capacity (48 Taskslots ∗ 6 nodes),
while Server as well as Laptop need to queue tasks, what increases
their response time.
But, how far can we increase the parallelism on the Cluster?
We observed, that whenever the following inequality is true, we
do not profit any more from the distributed environment.
Sources ∗ Degree of Parallelism ≥ 2 ∗ Available task slots

5.4

Average Response Time Test

The final experiment has been conducted to examine, how long
the system takes to decide, if a window is similar to the given
pattern, or not. For real-life applications the response time is a
critical issue, since the faster the matching is done the faster a
human can react, e.g. attend a patient in a hospital. In a real-time
scenario a worker processing a window needs to wait until its
end time is reached, before it is triggered. In other words, as
long as it has not seen all the required data, no decision can be
made. Thus, this time is not considered as technical caused delay.
Inspired by the benchmark experiments performed in [9], we
define the average response time by calculating the difference of
the system time between the arrival of the final data point of the
window and the output of the window result. Figure 6(a) presents
the results of our application, aggregated over 10.000 consecutive
windows for 10 days data of a single patient. The plot shows, that
initializing the application is an expensive process. Here, several
pruning parameters are established and permanently updated
with improved threshold values between the workers. After the
first 10.000 windows, the average response time drops from up
to 0,34 ms to less than 0,05 ms in average per window as the
application is now able to quickly prune unpromising sequences.
This response time is stable for the next 100.000 windows,
which corresponds in real-time to the first 16 hours of the first day.
Afterwards, it drops again to responses truly close to 0 and thus
to real-time response. Further, we can observe some non-regular
peaks in Figure 6(a). They indicate delays, which are caused by
the network, e.g. due to the data throughput, communication,
result writing, etc. Still, the time variants of the peaks are tiny
and appear rarely, thus, they can be ignored for the overall result.
The average response time increases if multi-sources are processed. Figure 6(b) is the resulting plot of the average response
time test runs with 8 patients and 10 days of data on Server and
Cluster. In the first 100.000 windows the response time is up to
120 ms with an average of 65 ms for the Server and up to 70 ms
for the Cluster with an average of 36 ms. Only after learning
the pruning parameters both machines prove fast responses of
0,022 ms for the Cluster and 0,039 ms for the Server.

(a) Average Response Time for a single source

(b) Average Response Time, 8 sources, after first 100.000 windows

Figure 6: Average Response Time for DTW on Cluster: Aggregated results over 10.000 processed windows for 10 days

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present time series similarity search with DTW ,
which has been reported as computational expensive and difficult
to implement for real-time processing. We benefit from Apache
Flink features such as smart partitioning and keying and are thus
able to process several sources and sliding windows in parallel
for independent distance computation. The overall result of this
paper is, that efficient similarity search by the usage of modern
DSPS is feasible and gives sufficiently fast response for immediate reactions on matching sequences. Besides, and to the best
of our knowledge, none of the reviewed literature can handle
several maximal distance thresholds for searching patterns in
multiple time series in parallel. Future work is required though,
especially, to extend the efficiency and generality of the application. Possible future work areas are: handle multiple patterns at
the same time, allow processing of multi-dimensional time series
and the maintenance of patterns over time, for example by using
a ValueState to allow on-line learning. For DTW , the usage of
a tree structure to maintain the pattern would be necessary to
react on matches with different length.
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